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BORON ISOTOPE ENRICHMENT

PILOT PLANT PEDPOSAL FUR THE ANISOLE zBF3 SYSTEM

Abstract,:

This proposal for a 6"D column pilot plant is based on laboratory and

pilot plant work done at Oak Ridge and at Model City. New York on the anisole -

sys tem for separating boron isotopes 10 and 11. The proposal includes

a flow diagram, description of the system components, instrumentation and

controls, an operational procedure and a suggested experimental program,

as well as a preliminary cost estimate. The total estimated cost is $40,000

for a 6 month program provided it is integrated with the present operating

facilities. Drawing and data are given for construction of the pilot plante
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I0 Summary:

A pilot plant has been designed for the separation of boron

isotopes 10 and fl by the use of anisole-boon trifluoride complex0  The

system is designed around a 6" D x 20 ft0 high exchange column, The pilot

plant is characterized by interdependant controls which bring the system

into stable equilibrium. The system is easily expandable into multiple

column units which will retain their own inventory of isotopic enrichment in

case of shutdown.

The anisole-.BF3 method of boron isotope separation is based on an

exchange of B1 0 in B1 0 F with Bll in anisole B F3 complex 0 The B1 0 concen-

trates in the liquid complex phase, The system was developed at Oak Ridge

National Laboratories. The pilot plant is based on work done at Oak Ridge

and at Model City, New York.

Stability in the system is achieved by using the reflux complex

flow as a master control. Variations in this flow are corrected by automatic

adjustment of BY3 feed, pressure and anisole feed. A change in complex feed

rate is automatically compensated for by a proportionate change in heat input

to the decomposer. Adequate alarms, safety equipment and a very simple

shutdown procedure (pull main power switch) assures safe operation of the

process,,

Equipment costs, installation costs and six months operational

costs are calculated to be approximately $40,000 if the pilot plant is

operated in conjunction with the Boron Metals Plant at Model City, New York.

Sufficient details and drawings are included to permit construction of the

plant at a later date if desired.
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II. Introduction:

The normal ratio of the two stable isotopes of boron, 10 and 11,

as found in nature is 19,57% B-]0, 80143% B". Although thermal diffusion,

distillation and association - dissociation method have been investigated,

the only large scale method used to separate the isotopes of boron has been

an association - dissociation method employing dimethyl ether - boron tri-

fluoride complex. The liquid and vapor phases of this system are both of an

equisolar ratio of dimethyl ether and boron trifluoride.

R. M. Healy of the Oak Ridge Laboratories, operated by the Union

Carbide Nuclear Company, conceived the ani:mo le - boron trifluoride method of

boron isotope separation. This anisole complex system evidences a higher

separation factor (c:: .10029 at 30 0C) than the dimethyl ether complex system

(,: 1.014). The separation of baron isotopes is effected by excham ge

between Bl in ascending gaseous HF3 and Su in descending liquid anisole -

NF complex,
B3

R H Healy and co-workers demonstrated the method on a laboratory

scale and determined the physical data applicable to the system (vapor

pressures, separation factors, heats of Formation, etc.). This work is

reported in ORNL -2069, "The Anco Sys tem for Boron Isotope Enrichment" by

R. M. Healy, E. F. Joseph and A. A. Palko. The report also gives design

calculations for a pilot plant utilizing a 6" diameter exchange column.

Based on the above work, the decision was made to install a pilot

plant at the Model City Boron Metals Plant, operated by the Hooker Electro-

chemical Compar for the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission. This decision was

made because of the availability of some of the major components of the pilot

plant and an operating staff which could adsorb the additional work without

additional manpower,
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III. History:

Operation of the anisole F3 pilot plant system for boron isotope

separation was started at Model City in February, 1956 This pilot plant

was designed around a 6" diameter by 20 foot exchange column as discussed

in ORNL-2069. The flow sheet, dwg. # A-A2c93, of the installed plant is

shown on Page 9 . The system was operated for about 45 days, during which

time, the mechanical problems associated with a new plant were corrected.

Toward the erd of the period a shut down was required due to a rapid build

up of high boiling materials in the anisole0 Subeequent wo k indicated that

the anisole will form high boiling materials in the presence of BF3 and water.

The system was left shut down until methods of overcoming this degradation

problem could be worked out0 Problems of surges, pressure excursions and so

on demonstrated that the equipment was in unstable equilibrium. Although

operable, the need for modification of controls was evident.

During the design and construction of the 6" anisole B- F3 system,

a 2" system was erected for purposes of producing small quantities of BlI.

This system was started up in December, 1955. Although decomposition of

anisole occurred in this unit, it could be controlled by exchanging some of

the degraded anisole for fresh anisole on a routine basis. Control of the

2" system was more stable than control of the 6" system. This stability

could be attributed to more stable heat input to the decomposer, only one

pump (therefore lack of complexity of keeping pumps synchronized), and a

constant level control on the reboiler0

Due to lack of data concerning purification of anisole, materials

of construction and degradation of anisole, the pilot plant ork was dis-

continued. A research project was established to cover the above three

items, the results of which have been reported in HEC-80 In summary, this
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wwklc developed a method of anitole purification utilizing fractionation with

a apeoially designed ioluan take-off plate. Monel and Hastalloy-C were

found to be preferred mteriale of conutnuctLon. Degradation of anisole in

the presence at EcC was daeprotrated tb be related to water content. Copper

acoelorated degradation of anisole in the presence of 3F3 and water.

'be present pilot plant design was based on the work done and

ecperience gained at Oak Ridge and at Model City.
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NO Cheistrv:

Anisole complex, a coordination product of boron trifluoride and

anisole, is prepared simply by contacting aniteole liquid and W3 gas . Heat

is evolued in this association.

W30+ >CH ~>)C 00H3.3 3 4 A 56 BTU/mle (1)

The Ano System depends on the equilibrium of the reaction.

BCOF +<:> H-B" B" 4 "3-OC3"B'F3 (2)3 O , -l,**

gas liquid gas liquid

In the Anoo system, E?3 gas passes countercurrent to E* anisole complex.

Because the rate of dissociation at B', complex is slightly less than the

rate for the B complex, the B1 0 isotope concentrates in the liquid
3 U

phase and accumulates at the lower end of the column while the B isotope

collects in the gas phase at the upper end. The equilibrium constant for

the above reaction is the single stage separation factor, which has been

found to be 1029 at 30 C. The isotopic exchange rate is rapid enough for

efficient use in countercurrent exchange olumns.

The complex is dissociated with heat (reverse of equation 1).

Dissociation is virtually complete at the boiling point of anisole since only

35 parts of Bs remain per million parts of anisole.
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V. Description of Proposed Pilot Plants

To demonstrate the practicalit -of the Anco System on a pilot plant

soaa, as well as to amass data necessary for constructing a full scale plant

and for evaluating the economics of the process, a redesigned pilot plant

is herein proposed. The details of the revised system appear in the flow

diagram of dag.m.-A-X354 Page 53.

The system consists essentially of a packed exchange column, a

decomposer idth stripping column and gas cooler, and a packed recombine'.

An important auxiliary, a purification still system, has a double function,

to purity raw anisole and a portion of the recycle stream. The detailed

description of each of the system comDoncnts will be discussed separatelyr

in succeeding sections of this report.

The main part of the process is a scrubbing operat ion of a don'-

flowing liquid (anisole complex) and an up-flowing gas (BF 3 ) is a packed

vertical column. (See Sohematic Flow Sheet on Page i2 ) The E F 3 recycle gas

stream supplied to the column is generated in the decomposer section by

heating the complex stream from the bottom of the column. The anisole part

of the split stream leaves the reboiler , is passed through a cooler and

recycled to the recombiner section. There it combines with the BF 3 gas

effluent from the top of the column to reform the complex,which in turn is

fed by gravity to the column for another cycle.

The saturation temperature of BF3 in anisole at 1 atmosphere

pressure is about 25*C at 0.9:1 mal ratio and about 1t C for 1:1 ratio.

This system is designed for the complex of 0.9:1 ratio

Superimposed on the two comparatively large countercurrent recycle

streams are the feed and two product streams. BF 3 gas consisting of 19.6%

B10 isotope is fed near the top of the column at a rate of up to 14.8 lbso
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boron per day. Ba]anoed against this daily input are the two product

streams, 13.3 lbs. of boron in the B" depleted gas atrsaA from the top of

the exchange column (waste product) and L?4 lbs. boron in the B enriched

complex from the bottom of the exchange column (desired product). The ratio

of boron in the product streams may be experimentally varied.

The pilot plant flow calculations are based on removal of 1.14 lbs.

of boron per day enriched in the B isotope. A single column, instead of

a series of 5 or 6 columns wiih y woud be needed for high enrichment, will

provide the required engineering data. The enrichment of the desired isotope

from this pilot system, at total reflux, is expected to be 33% B , starting

from the natural ratio feed concentration of 3,9.6% BW. A boilup rats of

525 lbs. of boron per day represents the median rate of column throughput.

The design of the system is flexible enough to allow variations in boilup

rate from approxinately 300 to 750 lbs. boron per day.

Stabilized control of the system is brought about by interdependent

control meohanismis. The control variable is that of complex feed to the

exchange column. If this feed drops below the selected rate, U3 is fed

to the column at a rate inversely proportional to the complex feed rate.

The additional BF3 gas will isarease the pressure in the system. As the

pressure increases, a pressure sensitive switch activates a small pump.

The small pump augments a larger pump which supplies anisole at a pre-

determined rate. The additional anisole supplied by the small pump combines

with the x'3, reducing the pressure, and forms more complex, thus correcting

the original unbalance.

Decomposition of complex to form anisole and HF 3 mst take plao

in the decomposition column. Thermostatically controlled heat input to the

reboiler varies the heat input to compensate for variations in heat demand

as a result of variations in complex flow rate.



VI. Eqnipmeut:

A. Gmral:

AU equipment in contact with anisole and/or BF3 Sshould be

constructed of monel, nickel or Hastelloy-C. Where necessary,

#316 stainless steel may be substituted for sonel, for room tem-

perature service under anhydrous condition, e.g. anisole reservoir.

The recombiner, exchange column, decamposer and auxiliaries

should be designed to withstand 60 psi gage pressure as well as

full vacuum. Flanged sections should be gasketed with monel

wire rings.

All rotameters, control valves, pressure gages and temperature

recorders should be located at or operable from or near the ground

floor panel board0

All piping an equipment should be installed so as to avoid

traps, vapor looks and flooding of pipe lines which will result

in surges or sudden changes of levels. Such malfunctioning

causes erratic pressures and disturbs the critical column equilibrium.

For the single 20 foot column as described under VI. B,the

maxidmum enrichment expected under total reflux is 33% B10 from

a feed concentration of 19.6% B. In the calculations for material

balance, no allowance for this degree of enrichment of the isotope

was made (the molecular weight of BF3 was taken as 6782). See

appendix I (Page 42) for calculations.

B. Exchange Column:

Description:

The exchange ooluam, in which the separation of the

isotopes of boron is to be effected, should be a 6" ID packed

column 20 ft. long. A redis tributor plate [dug. # 279- .-305

24
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(Page 57 ))I should be inserted between each of five four-foot

sections dwg. #279-M-301 (Page56) to assure uniform di-

tribution of the liquid phase throughout the cross section of

the column. Each section should be provided with a thermocouple

well and a 1/2" nozzle for alternate points of K3 feed. The

packing should be 0.24 x O..21& "cannon" packing.

The top of the cobmn should be provided with an snisole-

B?3 reflux feed, BD3 effluent, vent valve controllable from

the ground floor panel board, pressure gage, gas sample tap,

thermocouple fitting, pressure sensitive switch for control

of the anisole feed and an emergency pressure release pop-

valve.

The lower part of the column should have a three cubic

foot reservoir which is not packed. This reservoir vessel

should normally be empty of liquid. Its function is to

accumulate anisole-BF3 complex during shut downs, rather than

permitting the complex to enter the decomposer. This provision

will minimize start up and shut dowe pressure surges and product

loss. To effect shut downs, solenoid valves should be pro-

vided to shut off the anisole feed and BI' feed as well as

the effluent complex from the bottom of the reservoir. A

recycle pump provides for smooth start ups.

The exchange column should be insulated to minimise

temperature fluctuations.



Material balanoe:

TABLE

Column Material 3alanus
Rounds Per Day Basis

Material in:

F f mm decamposer
!F 3 Infeed atrem
Complex from recombiner

Total

Material out:

HF waste product
W to recombiner
Pi duct stream
Complex to decomposer

Total

-- -- 3 ---

52532O - -
l14.8 927

526.1329 585:6 9155.0

1066.3 6682.1 5855.6 9355.0

x.303 83,3 -
526.5 3299.14

1.4 8.8 5.6
525.x 390.6 5840.0

1066.3 6682.1 5855.6

co

-4 4

9130.6

9155.0

750 14700
3l.8 92.9

1516.3 9502.5

- -- 0 / my -

85.1 6 2

8355.6 13065.2

23.3 83.3-d
751.5 4709.6 - -

lo4 8.8 15.6 24.6
7E1 1700.883140 0 13 _

1516.3 9502.5 855.613065.2

Heat balances

The oolumn is to be held at constant temperature of

2300, or 770?, throughout. No beat is to be added or taken

fzom the main streams in the column.

C. Decposer:

The decomposer should oornist of a boiler (dvg. # 27l-Mcn307, Page 54)
and packed column (dwg. #A-B6.-196 ,Page 55 ).
Anisole, heated in the boiler, is refluced in the packed column.

The heat of condensation supplies the heat of decompoition of the

anieole-BF3 complex which enters near the top of the column. The

BF3 leaving the column will be scrubbed with the influent complex

and passed thrnu a partial condenser coil to remove most of the anisol
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and complex. The BF gas leaving the decomposer is to be

cooled to the operating temperature of the exchange colu®

(23 F) by passing it through a water cooled heat exchanger.

The inventory of anisole in the boiler should be kept to a

minliuw to minimise decomposition. This requires compact heating

elements arranged in a vessel with minimum space between the

heating elements and the vessel wails. The liquid level should

be controlled to just cover the elements.

All decomposition of complex should take place in the packed

column. If the decomposition zone moves down into the boiler

section, excessive B1F in anisole will be regrcled to the top

of the exchange column. This will adversely affect the separation

of the isotopes as well as the productive capacity. If the

decomposition as moves up anid out of the decomposer column,

flooding, por looks and surging will result To maintain the

decomposition cone in the decamposer column, the heat input to

the boiler should be increased as the zone moves down in the column

and decreased as the zone moves up in the column. A multiple circuit

electrical heating element (or motorized valve on a fluid heating

system) actuated by five or more temperature points in the decomposer

colmm will serve to vary the heat input from "fu1l\ off" to "full

on" in a stepwise manner in accordance with the load demand. An

alarm system to warn of the decomposition zome descending too low

in the decomposer column will assist in avoiding problems associated

with the zone descending into the boiler proper.
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Material Balance

Weights of Comp nentjod.

Material In:

Complex stream

Material Out:
to amliw

BF gam to o lumn c

Rs cl~e Anisole

Total

Boilup rate of 525# B/day

525.1 32906 5840o0

525.0 3290.0 -01 0.6 5810.0

525.1 3290.6 5840.0

Thoilup rate of 750# B/d

750. l, 700.06 8340.0

750
0.1

7c5o.1

4700.0
0.8

1470408

-

834O0

Heat Balance

( Over decomposer reboiler aid decompc.t column.)

Rate of Heat Flow,
At 525 lb. Bfdg At T50 BTU houe

0 0

Heat input

Supply by electrical elements

Heat Output:

7b heat 13 from 230 Cto15VC
lb heat Arisole from 23 C to 1514 C
Heat of decomposition of complex
losses

Total

91 290

5,490
23,800
51,00

14,290

129,150

7,85b
31,100
73, 600

129,15)

D. Re mbinert

The recombiner column is a verticl heat exchange unit,

10 high x 14*" o)., built in two flanged seotios, 2L" a6n 5-3".

About 460 ft. of 5/8~diam. monel tubing is arranged inside, 150 ft.

between one manifold and 310 ft between the other manifold. For

engineering details see dwg. A-A2-195, Page 58 0

,



T1h annular space for both sections is filled with nickel

or onel shot0  It is estitiated that about 1600 lbs. will be needed.

The anisole stream enters the top of the recambiner and flows

by gravity over packing here it contacts the upflowing BF, gas

stream. In forming the ccmiplax, beat is evolved which is removed

via cooling coils . The liquid complex leaves the recombiner

through a bottom flanged opening at the desired exchange column

temperature (e.g. 23 C),

Provisions are mnde for venting the recombiner, and for five

thenxwells at 18" intervals along the height of the column. Inert

gases in the system accumulate at the top of the reoombiner. The

temperature profile of this unit will then indicate when venting

is necessary. This profile along with cooling water temperatures

will provide data for assessing the perfomxanoe of this double-

funtional unite

Material Balance

Material In:s

BF gas
Reiyo' Anisole
Makeup Anisole

Ibtal

Material Outs

Complex stream to
olnna

Weights of Coin ents, lbse a
Et_25 a Bd gbol p At 75CY Th. B/ g bollump

Boro An3:oM Boron & sole

%265 3299J
4  

- 751.o 4709.6
- - 5840.0- 8310.0

526.5 3299.I 5855c6 751 5 4709.6 8355.6

7515 4709.6 835506526.5 3299.D 585506
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Heat Balance

The essential duty of the recombiner is to extract the heat of
formation of the complex Anisole and BF enter and the complex
exits at 770'F.

Rate of Heat Flow, BTU/hour
At 525 lb. -Bfday boilup At 7W B dayoibiip

Heat Inputs

Complex Formation 51,500 73,600

Heat Output:

Extracted by Water 51,500 73,600

it , Purification Still Sesn

The duty of the purification still is twofold, First, it

should fractionate raw anisole ,, containing as much as 0.5% water,

to a specification of less than 100 PPM water. About 110 lb. per

week of pure anisole art) needed for makeup purposes Second, it

should remove the small amount of anisola decomposition products,

which build upin the reboiler at a daily rate of 0.06% of the anisole

content when the water content of the system is 700 PPM The volume

of the heated decomposer section, where decomposition occurs, is

estimated at 214 gallons, equivalent to 200 lbs. of anisole. There ore,

the decomposition rate is 012 lbs. per day. It is calculated thAt

the anisole in the system could remain on continuous recycle for'

166 days before the maximum recommended upper limit of 10% for

decomposition products is reached.

Assuming that only 10% of the 300 gallon system volume (including

reservoir) is stripped of decomposition products each week, the

impurity level would tiild up to a top limit of lj% in about 25 eekls

of operation and remain at this level. Assuming a 3s1 reflux ratio
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for anibole takeoff and a 30 gal. batch to be distilled once per

week during a 16 hour period, the amount of boilup required is

4 x0 a 7.5 gal. per hour. The packed coluim is designed

for 10 gal./hr. throughput at flooding rate.

The still system, then, will consist of a boiler of 50 gallon

capacity, of monel or glass lined construction, Dowtherm heated, a

10 ft0 i-" diameter packed column divided into two sections, an 8ft0

main section, a takeoff plate and a 2ft. section. The reflux

system consists of a condenser, a 3-way solenoid valve for either

100% takeoff or total reflux, and a rotumeter in the return line

to column. The boiler is equipped with an external sight glass,

drain, pop valve and pressure gage. Thermocouples are located in

the boiler, at the bottom of the 8 ft. packed s section and near the

bottom and top of the 2 ft. section.

The still charge is puped from the anisole reservoir through

the caustic scrubbing tower, which extracts residual BF3 values. The
product, taken from the lower takeoff plate via the internally

located solenoid valve activated by a time switch, Page 59, is collected

in the anisole reservoir, The top product, consisting of "lights",

is collected in waste drums for disposal.

F.

The specifications for the two anisole pumps which are piped

in parallel arrangement call for positive displacement types

Large Anisole Pump - Max. 400 1b./hr. Pulsafeeder

Small Anisole Pump - Max. 25 lbjhr. Pulsafeeder

Three centrifugal pumps will be required for the system.

They are located in the column recycle line (to handle 55 gallons

of oomplex/hr. ), the feed anisole to the purification still
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(approx. 100 gallon/hr. capacity) and recycle on Dowtherm

purification still heater.

G. Instruents& Controls:

1. Reco riders:

Twenty-nine points of temperature will need to be recorded.

They are as follows:

Decomposer a 10 points
Exchange column : 8 points
Recombiner : ! points
Anisole cooler : 3 points
Purification Stifl lj inte

Tbtal 29 points

2. Alarms:

The audio alarm in the decomposer column is located at

the bottom of the packing and is actuated when the temperature

at that point falls below 15e0 C. Tfe thermocouple setting

applies to atmospheric pressure. It should be adjusted to

cmpensate for the change in boiling point of anisole with

pressure. The alarm should be tamed off manually when the

system is inoperative.

An audio alarm is also installed between 2 points, the

top of the decomposer column and the BF inlet to bottom of

the exchange column, It is actuated when the differential pressure

between these two points rises to a given maximum, and indicates

an incipient plugged condition across the BF3 cooler. Suggested

maximum is 5 PSI - adjustable over 5 lb. range.

Another alarm will call attention to a pressure drop in

the cooling water supply. This may be set to sound when

pressure drops much below normal. Manual shut-off for

startup period should be provided.
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Nam

IF Feed

Column Feed
Couplex

DeCoomser Fee

9iued Aniso1

Waste BF3 Prod

Product Ccrnplex

Still Beflux

ReqCcle Campl.

Decomposer Col

Exchange Colu
bottom

Exchange Colu
top

Anisole Feed

Still Pot

Pressure Reduc

3. Rotametera:

location

Between feed cylinder and ex hange
cola

Between recombiner and exchange
column

d Between exchange colt'n and decomposer
column

Between Anisole reservoir and
recambi r

lot From top of colawn

Out of exchange column

Still, below condenser

C Between column reservoir and re binai

4 Pressure Gages:

Limn At top

an, Exchange Column

rn,

~er

"1 "f

At Anisole reed Jbtameter
On Still Pot

At BF? Cylinder

Noma

Size (Earme)

8# BF 3/hr.

55 gal./hr.

55 gal/./hr

55 gaL./hr.

4# BFo/hr.

3# complex/hr.

10 gal. anisol/hr.

5 g&l./Ur.

Vacuum-'50 PSIG

" II

I, 11 11

It

"1

"f

100 PSIG

50 PSIG

-1700 to 20 PSIG

5. Sight Glasses:

Decomposer Reboiler

Anisole Reservoir

Puriftcation Still

6. Controllers:

A liquid level control should be installed .in the decomposer

reboiler. The reboiler level should be higher than the

maxinum leveL in the anisole reservoir, since the driving force



is gravity0 The liquid level should be such as to cover the

heating elements completely.

The heat supplied to the reboiler is to be controlled

by a series of five Thermocouples located over the length of

packed section of the decomposer column. Boilup of anisole

should be maintained near the midpoint of the packing0

The following schedule shows the relationship of

heat control arnl the Thermocouple readings:

Heat Input
Thermocouple Readings KW

Top Tc #1 >15300 C0
Tme#l < 153 #2l153 15

Middle TC #2 < 153 #3 153 30
TC #3 < 153 #4 153 45
TC #4 < 153 #5 $l53 60

Bottom IC #5 <153 - 75
TO #6 < 153 Alam Note:correct cause and/or

shutdotax.

As the boiling anisole zone descends, more heat is applied;

as the zone rises, current to the heater is decreased.

The column feed complex stream and the BF3 feed stream

are to be integrated by means of a proportional controller

device according to the following drawing:
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F'eD coMPtaX
s1-eA M 4

Ptdvctuated A C.
_CQNAOLGNQ CONTROL.INCvO

M~~A~rJC.CNL5N~

OY, FeEb
STREAM

At a given level of complex flow (example: 60% of the rotameter

range) the BF3 valve should be off; when ccxnplex flow decreases

10%, the BF3 valve is full open . (e.g. at 8 lbs./hr). At any point

of complex flow between these extreme val ues,an inversely propor-

tional BF3 flow is obtained.

1 of
Rotaneter Scale 13F Flow #Ihr.

60 0
58 lo6
56 3o2

52 6.4
50 80

A sensitive pressure switch (+ 2 aM Hg ) should be installed

in the BF3 gas line to the recombiner. When line pressure exceeds

a given set value (such as 2 PSIC or 103 wn HG) the small anisole

pump is activated. The effect here is to add a small incremental

flow of anisole to tse syerm to combine with the excess BF3 which

is responsible for the increased pressure. Under equilibrium

conditions the main anisole pump will provide just under the required
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equilibrium rate and the small pump, when "on" about 5O%
of the time, will bring the anisole flow to exactly equilibrium

rate.

An electric time-switch should govern the incolumn product

valve in the purification still. This may be a switch such as

G.E, Model 3'[SAli..AP20A, adjustable for setting any proportion

of a 20 second cycle. A similar reflux control is to be used at

the top of the column.

H. Miscellaneous:

Valves, other than those that are manually operated , are listed

below with specifications:

Solenoid

Motorized

Automatic
Pressure Relief
Valves

Check valves

Nmu

Decomposer feed

BF feed
Aso le recycle

Anisole feed
Low boiler takeoff

Incolumn takeoff

BF3 feed control

Column recycle

Column Vent
Recombiner vent
Anisole recycle

Decomposer
Exchange Column
Anisole feed

Purification still

Recycle anisole

Column recycle

BF feed3.

Location Operated From

Between exchange column Panelboard
and decomposer

Feed line entering column
Effluent anisole from
decomposer

Top of recombinext
In reflux line of purification "

still
Near top of purification "

still column
At BF cylinder " thru column

feed controller
Recycle line, off column Panelboard
reservoir

Top of exchange column "
Top of Recombiner"
Between cooler & reservoir Automatic, by level

controller
Top of decomposer column
Top of exchange column
Feed line above anisole

ro tame terms
On still pot

In line from decomposer to
cooler

Top of recycle line into
rec abiner

BF3 feed line into column
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Other miscellaneous it ems which complete the equipment

are as folows s

item

Aniso le reservoir

Still system scrubber

Waste BF3 scrubber

Reservoir vent drier

Recombiner vent drier

Strainer

Dampers, double

Filter, hot anisole

Trap, BY feed

Trap, BF3 recycle, hot

Trap, HF 3 recycle, cold

Trap, vent

Flame arrester

Ammeter

Location

Between still and anisole cooler

Between anisole reservoir and still

After waste products rotameter

Top of anisole reservoir

Vent line above recombiner

Between reservoir and anisole pumps

Anisole line, after pumps.

In reboiler effluent line

BE3 feed line

Before BF cooler

BF recycle line into exchange column

End of main vent line

Vent line, after vent trap

On decomposer heating elements
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VIL rations

A Initial Startup:

10 Thoroughly clean and drZ complete syste.

2. Purge system with dry nitro gen.

3., Charge dry, fractionated anisole into decomposer boiler
and heat until refluxing in decomposer column.

li. Close complex valve between exchange column and decomposer
column.

5. Open vent on recombiner slightly.

6. Start anisole at lI#/hr. approximately and F3 at 8#/hr.
approximately.

7. Start recycle pump on exchange column.

8 When complex recycles at approximately 350#/hr. (measured
on complex feed rotameter to exchange column) shut off
anidole.

9. When HF exits from recombiner vent (complex should be
at operating temperature), shut off BF feed and close
recombiner vent The system is now a closed system
filled with BF gas through which complex is cycling at
near desired berating rate conditions

10. Start large pulsafeeder pumping anisole at a rate of
2 )#/hr. approximately.

lI1 As quickly as possible switch complex flow from recycle
to decomposer.

12. As a result of 10 and 11, the system will at first go
under vacuum and then may or may not develop pressure,
depending on anisole feed rate. After 5 minutes to allow
for the initial surges, adjust large pulsafeeder so that
the small pulsafeeder responds approximately 50% of the
time to pressure demand. Re-adjust as needed until
equilibrium conditions prevail.

13. Activate complex feed rate control of BF3 feed, setting
the control at the desired complex feed rate to the exchange
column.

14. When near equilibrium has been reached under total reflux
conditions, product removal may be initiated.
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B. Operation After Start-up:

The whole system is dependcit on the complex feed rotameter

to the exchange column. For initial experiments this rotameter

should feed 379# of complex per hour. If the complex feed rate

decreases below the desired val ia) feed BF 3 rate increases. The

increased BF feed rate increases the pressure on the system and

more anisole is demanded. The resultant increased complex flow

will at first cause an over supply of complex, which will reverse

the above demands. 'he removal of BF, and anisole as complex

enriched in B10 at the bottom of the exchange column and BF3

removed as B1 at the top of the exchange column will deplete the

system of excess BF3 inventory. After several cycles, the flows

should become balanced.

The decomposition of complex in the decomposer should r main

in the decomposer column with the heat input adjusted automatically

to maintain it there. The level of anisole in the decomposer,

controlled by the automatic level control, should remain near

constant.

The pressure on the system, automatically controlled by the

pressure switch activating the small pulsafeeder, should be

maintained at a near constant value for any particular experimental

pressure level. The operating temperature should be approximately

the same for the BF3 gas cooler effluent, recombiner effluent and

exchange column. The lower portion of the decomposer column

should operate at the boiling point of anisol.

'b maintain the products of anisole decomposition below 10%

(see HEC-80), a portion of the anisole should be fractionated

according to a fixed schedule. Initially 10% of the tital anisole
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inventory should be fractionated each week The total inventory should

be approximately 2500 pounds of anisole. Therefore, approximately

250 pounds of anisole should be removed from the system and fractionated

each week. During the same period of one week, fresh anisole should

be fractionated and added to the system to compensate for anisole

removed as complex.

Operation of the purification still involves removal of low

boilers from the top of the fractionation column, using a reflux

ratio of 3-1. Total reflux should be approximately 7.5 gallons

per hour. Wen the vapor temperature at the top of the column

reaches the boiling point of anisole (15.-8*C), the top of the

column should be placed under total reflux and the product removed

from the in'-colun plate at a reflux ratio of 3-1. If the temperature

in the top section of the fractionation column falls below the

anisole boiling point, the take off point is switched back to

the top of the column to remove the low boilers. Thus, all low

boilers are removed at the top take off plate, and only pure

anisole at the in-column plate. The distillation is complete

when the temperature in the center of the column increases, showing

the presence of high boilers. The low and high boilers should be

disposed of. The pure aniole should be added to the inventory

of the system directly.

Accumulation of gaseous decomposition products in the re-

combiner will tend to depress the effective capacity of the recom-

biner. This will be evidenced by the zone of exothermic heat

of recombination of BF3 and anisole moving down in the recombiner.

If not relieved, adsorption of BF3 and anisole will take place in

the top of the exchange column and will be observable as an increase
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in temperature. Periodic slow venting of the recombiner will

correct the situation.

The following recommendations are made for the initial

operation of the systais

1. Pressure at top of exchange column a 2 P3IG.

2. Temperature of BFgas, complex feed to column and exchange
column s 23 C.o

30 Complex feed to exchange column : 382#/hr0

I&. Waste BF removal (from top of exchange column): 3.5#/hr.

5. B enriched complex removal (effluent from bottom of exchange
column): 31#/hr0

6o Complex feed to decomposer: 381#/hr.

7. *3 feed to exchange column: ii#/hr.

8. Anisole feed to recombiner: 223.3#/hr.

9. Approximate make up anisole: 110#/week.

C. Shutdown:

Normal shutdown is effected by pulling the main power

switch. This will permit solenoid valves to close on the anisole

line to the recombire r, W3 feed line to the oolumn,complex

line to the decomposer and anisole line from the decomposer.

'u anisole feed pumps and decomposer heaters will also be de-

activated.

The result of the above action is to drain the complex in

the recambiner and exchange column into the reservoir at the

bottom of the oolumn. As the decomposer cools, the BF3 gas in

the column will be absorbed and place the column and recombiner

under vacuum. The isotopes in the column wil be mixed under

these conditions 0 In multiple columns, this shutdown technique

will effectively isolate the columns.
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D. Startup After Shutdoms

1 Heat decomposer until anisole reluxes in the decomposer column.
This should restore operating pressure in the column by
decomposing the complex formed in the decomposer during
the shutdown.

2. Start recycle pump on the exchange column. Recycle
complex from the reservoir to the top of the recombiner
column at a rate of 380#/hr.

3, When gas surges show exhaustion of complex in the reservoir,
the system will be equivalent to Step 9 in "Initial
Startup". The balance of directions under "Initial Startup"
should be followed.

E . $nergenoies:

1. Failure of Electricity:

If the electricity fails, the plant will undergo a

shutdown automatically. (See Section 'C' - "Shutdown.")

2. Failure of Water SupplyI

If the water supply fails, the reeombiner temperature

will rise. Because anisole combines with less B 3 at higher

temperatures, the pressure will increase. 'his will be

corrected by a higher anisole flow rate and consequently a

decreased BF3 feed rate. The not result is a depletion of

BF 3 in the system. There should be sufficient time to ascertain

if a shutdown is necessary, A pressure alarm on the water

system will advise the operator of low water pressure.

3. Failure of Heating Element s in the Decumposers

If the heating elements in the decomposer fail, the zone

of decomposition of complex will descend in the decmposer

column and will mt be corrected by instrumental demand for

msre heat. An alann should be provided to advise of an

abnormally low zone of decomposition. If the difficulty is not

immediate]7 traceable to fuses or circuit breakers, the

equipment should be shutdom to avoid mixing the BF3 ccaplex
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with the anisole in the decomposer boiler.

4. Plugups:

The only probable source of a plug up would be in the

UF3 gas cooler or lines just proceeding it. If this occurs,

the increased back pressure will retard the flow of camplex

from the exchange column + the decomposer. The decreased

3F3 return to the column will decrease pressure ari consequently

the anisole flow rate. Thus, the system will slow down to the

limit of the .aall anisole pulsafeeder and then the cample:

will become diluted with excess anisole as an inventory

builds up in the reservoir at the base of the exchange column.

1b alert the operator of the above difficulty, a differential

pressure alarma should be installed between the decomposer

column aid exchange column.
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VIII, Experimental Program:

A. Exchange Column:

1. HETP and separation factor for different temperatures,

pressures and complex withdrawal rates.

2, Determine maximum flow capacity.

3. Rate of approach to equilibrium conditions.

4. Measure pressure drop at various flow rates0

Bo Decomposer:

1. Determine heat requirements as related to exchange column

operation0

2. Determine rate of anisole decomposition.

3. Determine effectiveness of decomposition of complex in

the decomposer column.

L, Determine the amount of BF3 in anisole effluent as a

function of decomposer temperature, location of zone of decomposition

in the decomposer column and anisole recycle rate.

50 Relate characteristics of decomposition zone with boilup

rate and complex composition0

C0 Recombines:

10 Rate of buildup of inert gases.

2. Heat exchange data.

3. Effectiveness of cooling.

u. Composition of complex under various temperature, pressure

and flow rate conditions 0

D. Purification Still:

1. Establish charging, heating, distillation, cooling and

discharging time cycle0.

2. Effectiveness of removal of low boilers.
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3. Effectiveness of stripping anisole from high boilers0

o. Material balance.

5. Determine rate of buildup, if any, of deposits in the reflux

condenser.

6. Effective coefficient of heat transfer.

7. Maximum boilup capacity.

E. Instruments and Controls:

1. Pressure cycle as a function of pressure control switch

operation.

2. Rate of reaching flow equilibrium as a function of BF?

control by exchange column complex feed rate0

3. Stability and rate of reaching equilibrium of decomposition

sone in decompdser column as a function of heat demand, complex

composition and araisole recycle flow rate.

4. Effect of small pulsafeeder anisole pumping rate on

pressure fluctuations and stability.

5. Effectiveness of instrumentation in stabilizing shutdowns

and startups.

F. Economics:

When near-opt.mim conditions are ascertained for the pilot

plant, the system should be operated at these conditions for

purposes of ascertaining raw mnterials,operating materials,

labor, repair labor, utilities and other cost factors needed for

more accurate economic estimates
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1 . Pilot Plant Cost Estimate:

A. Capital Itas:

1. Exchange Column:

The 6" exchange column available at Model City will be

satisfactory when modified by the addition of a reservoir at

the bottomn The complete unit must be dissembled, thoroughly

cleaned and reassembled before use.

2. Decomposer:

The present decomposer boiler and column must be dissembled

and thoroughly cleaned. The tube bundle should be replaced

with monel sheathed electrical heating elements of 75 KW

capacity. Four additional thermocouple wells should be

added to the decomposer column. The complex feed line enter-

ing the side of the column should be moved up one foot. The

copper heat exchange coils should be replaced by monel tubing.

3. Recombinera

The present reoombiner must be dissembled and thoroughly

cleaned. The copper heat exchange coils should be replaced

by monel tubing. The present packing should be replaced t

monel or nickel shot of approximately 1/81 to 3/8" diametr.

4. BF Cooler:

A monel tube and shell heat exchanger of 42 sq. ft. heat

exchange surface is available. It should be thoroughly cleaned

and the ends adapted to a single tube pass from a double tube

pass.

5. Large Pulsafeeder:

The present pulsafeeder pump (borrowed from Oak Ridge)

should be cleaned and used without alteration.

6c Equip pent to be Procurred:
a. Anisole cooler,
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b. Small pulsafeeder.

c. Constant level control and valve for decomposer boiler.

d. BF3 flow control such as Magnabaxdand BF3 control valve.

e. Anisole reservoir.

f. Purification still - complete.

g. Three 8 point recording potentiometers: 0-2000 C range.

h. Two anisole and one Dowthern centrifugal pump.

i. Solenoid valves.

j, Temprature actuated controller for heat input to
decomposer boiler.

k. Type H-9 pressure control (United Electric Controls
Company) or equivalent.

B. Preliminary estimate of Cost to Modify and Procure Capital Items:

1 Echange column cleaning and modification ........... $600.

2. Decomposer cleaning and modificatia,........... 0 . 190000

30 Recombiner cleaning, modifying and packing.......... 2,600.

U. BF, cooler and Pulsafceder - cleaning ............... 250.

5. Anisole cooler...............0..............0.0. 3)0.

6o Anisole reservoir.................................. 100.

7. Purification still valve and plates.................. 3)0.

8. Purification still, column and condenser.............. 400.
9. Balance of equipment is either standard or simply

constructed. It will be assumed to be procurable
on a loan basis or as excess property items. Cost
to clean and recondition.............................. 500.

10. Panel board.....................,...................

Sub-..Total...........O.$6,l00.

Conti agency - 25%........ 1000
TOTAL/............ $8,000
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C Preliminary Estimate of Reinstallation and Installaton Costs:

1 0Exchange column ,................e $ 120.

2. Decomposer.......................... 120.

3. Recombiner........................ 3000

3 oolero..............."..........1000

5. Purification .till........,......... 1800

6. Piping (labor and materials)...... 3,000.

7. Instrimentation..................... 1,000.

80 Insulation...... C.c......... 250.

9. Miscellaneouso.................. _0.0..

Sub-TotaZ..............$5,570.

Contigency - 25%.......1

TOTAL............$6,970

D. Operating Costs :

In that operational personnel in Phase I of the Boron Metals

Plant at Mdel City cannot safely be expected to adsorb the operation

of the pilot plant, an additional four operators will be required.

Supervisory personnel can be expected to adsorb the additional

work. The pilot plant w>uld have to operate for a probable minimum

of six months to obtain the desired data. For a six month period.

of operation, the additional operating costs will be approximately

as follows s - t/26 weeks

Direct labor (4 men @$20/da)r)..............$ 3,640.

Labor dependant costs (2xD.L.)............ 7,280.

Anisole - 100#/week @ 550/#..0".......... 1,430.

BF3 - 500#/week @ 62.60/#................... 8,138.

Electricity - 6700 KWH/week @ .375/KWH.... 653.

Miscellaneous operating materials........... 1,000.

Analytical @ 2 man days/week..............o.0 0* .

TOTAL...... $23,181.
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E0 Sumnary of Pilot Plant Costss

The pilot plant cost estimate is based on installatLon at

the Boron Metals Plant at Model City, New York. It assumes that

the authorization to construct and operate the pilot plant will

be forth coming before the equipment and personnel situation changes

from that in effect as of the present date. Further, it assumes

that supervisory labor costs will be part of the present research

contract and utilize the same personnel. Thus, to construct

and operate the 6" anisole-BF3 pilot plant, the preliminary estimate

of costs that are additional to the present production and research

contracts are as follows:

Equipment Costs...,......8,00.

Installation Costs....... 6,970..

Raw Material and
Operation.....e.........23 .

TOTAL~...$38,151.

This preliminary estimate is to establish the order of

magnitude of costs involved. To firm the estimate, the confirmed

availability of instruments, controls, etc0 on a loan or exess

property basis, an AEXC decision on the method of budgeting direct

labor costs and an engineering department confirmation of con-

struction and installation costs must be made, This will be done

if the AEC indicates a willingness to expend approximately $3),000

or $40,000 for the pilot plant work as outlined In this report.
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I. ConclusLons and Recommendationss

It is concluded that a sum of approximately $l$), 000. will be

required to construct and operate for six months the pilot plant described

in this report. The pilot plant, as designed, integrates the data and

experience gained from laboratory and pilot plant work done at Oak Ridge

National Laboratories and at the Boron Metals Plant at Model City, New York.

It is recommended that the USAE appraise the desirability of

obtaining the pertinent information this pilot plant will yield0  It should

be recognized that it will cost more to do the work if the presently

available equipment mist be duplicated at a later date. This must be weighed

against the possibility that the system will be obsolete before the need for

additional boron isotope production warrgts consideration of new plant

construction. If it is decided that the information is worth a $40,000.

outlay, a confirmed equipment-available report and engineering estimate

could be requested.
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Appendix 1

MAXIMUM ISO TOPIC ENRICIMENT

To find the best enrichiment of B1 0 isotope to be expected from a

20 ft. packed column, under total zeflux, using feed material to the top of

the column of 19-57% B1 isotope. Assume HETP of 10 inches,c o1.030 and

that column will be used as an enriching section only.

Using symbols of Shacter and Garrett's Report (Ref0 3)

B : 20 ftQ x 12 inches/ftbX' 24 plates
10 inches

For total reflux) ) 0, XM 1

Since B 1 0 concentrates at the bottom

mol fraction of B 10 at the top of the colmn - .1957

X mol f ration of B 10 at the bottom
N

Equation 21 is

;C) )F 4+ ?L

Substitution of values,

04331

Therefore, the best enrichment expected is 33% B1 0 isotope in the product

from the bottom of the column.



Appendix 2

SUMMARY OF PILOT PLANT FLOW RATES

Sfor nminal and approximate maximum boil-up

Assumption:

Use 0.9:1 mol ratio of BF to anisole
A level of 100 PPM of born in recycle aniso le
No allowance for slight enrichment of isotope: in calculations (MW of

BF : 67.82)
Proction rate of 1.4 lbs. Boron/day (enriched)
9.5:l ratio of waste product to enriched product

Calculation.:

Friched Product Streams
loll lbo/d x 67.82

' 3 = 24 hr./day 104-f
Anisol 395 x108o23

0Wt PTd67c, 82)

Waste Product Streams

xj 8

Wol Rate 9.
Boilup Rate, HF 3

25
x 67.82

Anisole Out of Deoomposer

13702 lb. BF3
hr.

x 10813
009(67.82)

Anisola out of Column & Recobiner

2l 3.5 fo.70
Makevp Anisois (same as anisole in

enriched stream)

w in Recycle Anisole

2. 3 .5 x 100
hr. y 6

HF in feed stream

3418 4 oio0

25 lbs0 B/day

lbs. BF/hr

0(395

3 118

13702

o02

3g88

lbs.

Anisole/hr0

0 (, 70

243.

2hii 2

750 lbs. B/da

lbs. 1W3 hr

0395

196Q2

0:3

3088

Anisole/ha

0c70

348

3)1807

dih-V



Appendix 3

EXCHANGE COLUMN

Data and Assumptions:

Specific gravity of 0.9:1 complex at 25 C = 1,21
Density of BF at 00C - 3.0766 g/1
.24 x a24 C n packing, which has 96% free area
Column operation at 230 C
6" 1.3D. column

Mass Vapor Velocit' at Flooding: (Ref-'1)

0 270 (5) 8 .4 2 where for liquid, 1 = l 21 x 62.37 - 75.46 lb/cu. ft.
270 (75.16) 58 (.1773) .12 for gas, , 3.0766 x .062427 1b./cu. ft. x

273 0.1773 lb/ cu. ft.
296

1603 lb./hr. sq. ft.

Vapor Flow at Flooding:

Cross sectional area itd : -F ' 36 0 o1963 sq. ft.

Free area 0 1963 x .96 = 0 1885 sq. ft.

BF 3 gas flow 1603 lb- x .1885 sq. ft. - 302.2 1b./hr.
hr. sq.ft.

Check on ColumnLoadi:

At maximum r ate of 750 lbs. boron/day, BF3 gas flow is 196.2 bs./hr.
Since flooding rate is 302.2 lbs./hr., maximum operation is at
196.2 x 100 : 65% of flooding

Maximum liquid flow:

196.2 lb BFy/hr. I 4962 x 453.59 lb.. 1310 moles BF
w 3/ r

.

348.0 lb. Anisole/hr,

or W.2 lb./hr
1.2I (B3147Lb./gal)

67.62 g rolw

3 48 x 453.59 g/ o =1155 moles Aniso le/dr.

108.13 0.9:1 ratio

=h.0 gal./hr.



Appendix &

DECOMPOSf REBOILER

Function:

To =apply heat:

a. To beat complex from 73 F to 3090F,A T 2360F
b. To decompose complex
c. For column losses

Data and Assumtions:

U ifn column = 2 BTWsq. ft. hr ~OF

Heat of vaporisation of anisole 146 BT/lb. *Up anisole : 0.422 CTU/1b oF (= cal/gm C at 240C)
Op BF3 a1.7 cal./gm mole C or 0.1725 cal/gm C at 278 K
Heat of decomposition m 56 BTU/g mole
Column is 8 ft. high. Outside area of 1W" pipe is 3.665 sq. ft. /ft .

Caloulatigas=

Q (heating aniole liquid) C
c

at boilup of 525 # B/dary
Cp (M) T
0.422 (243.5) 236

a 23,800 BTU/hr.

at boilup of 750 # B/day

: 0.422 (3B.0) 236
S34,100 BTU/hr.

Q (heating BF3 )
..
=w

Q (decomposing complex)

Q (column losses)

Cp (M) -T
0.1725 (137.2) 236
5490 BTU/hr.

SCp M
56 (137.2 lbAir. x 453.59 g/ib)

: 51,400 BTUi/hr.

.

:::

Total Q

UA 4T
2 (8 x 3.665) 236
13,810 BTU/hr,

* 94,500 BTU/hr.o
a 27.7 4l

: o.1725 (196.2)
: 8000 BTU/hr.

236

=S6(196)
73,600 BTU/hr.

* 13,810 BTJ4/hr.O

: 129,510 BTU/hr,
379 KW

This heat to be supplied by vaporizing anisole

Amount =4 a6h7b lbs.. :129A10 887lbs./hro

For rapid heating, installed heating elements should have 75 KW capacity.



Appendix S

DECOMPOSER. COLIIN

Data and Assumtion:

Diameter a 14" (Handbook value of inside sectional area of 14" pipe for
0.31.2" thick wall is 00975 sq. ft )

021 x o2 Cannon packing which has 96% free area

Vapor is considered essentially anisole. This will be true for the point
of maximum loading which occurs at the bottom of the column (1 mole condensing
anisole will release approximately 0.7 moles BF3 from the complex).

Mass Vapor Velocity at Flooding:

G * 270 ( $)o.S8 (( ).C2 ire .density anisole at 154 C,
estimated 58 lb /ou. ft.

270 (58) '5 (o01)o42 . dens.tr anisole vapor at 15400,
f estimated 0.1 lb./cu. ft.

1082 lb./hr. sq. ft.

Vapor Flow at Flooding:

Cross sectional area: 0.975 sq. ft.

Free area: 0.975 x .96 = 0.937 sq0 ft.

Anisole vapor flow = 1082 lb x 0.937 eq. ft. . 1012 lbs./hr.
hr. sq. ft.

Check on Column Loading:

At maximum boilup, anisole flow rate is 887 lbs./iro (see Appendix-4).
Since flooding rate is 1012 lbs./r., maximum operation is at 887 x 100
or 88% of flooding. 1"
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Appandix 6

ANISOLE COOLBR

PFmtion :

To cool recycle anisole from 309 F to 730F, AT 236 F

Data and Assumption,:

U(cooler). 75 BTU/hr. sq. ft. OF

Cp O.122 BTU/1b0 OF

Cooling water in at 70 F, out at 80 F

Maximum anisole rate is 348 lbs./hr

CALCULATIONS:

a7,, 
43t90 l.229 2

DT h = , = ~ ^= ?2-.52.8*F

A tz a: 73-0 A3F lin 76.33

Q = xCptM AT

: 0.422 (3Wj) 236

: 3,600 BTU/hrO

A 3 Q 8,75 sq. ft. heating surface

Add 50% for safety factor s 13.1 sq. f!.

Cooling water required:

346./g.o iJa 5 gael./hr.
(1BTU7 FT - o34)1ilb e/gal,
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Appendix 7

BFC WLE

Function:

To cool recycle BF3 from 3090F to 730F, 4T: 236*F

Assumptions:

U (gas to water) a 5BTU/hr. sq0 ft. oF

Cp of BF3 : 0 l725 BT U/1b. *F

Density of BF3 s 0.176 lbs./cu. ft.

Water in at 700F, out at 800F

Maximum BF3 rate is 196.2 lbs./hrc

CALCULATIONS:

Q . Cp M'1

0.l725 (196.3) 236

= 8000 BTU/hr,

A - 8000 : 30.3 sq. ft. heating surface

Add 50% for safety factor: 45.5 sq. ft.
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Appendix 8

RECOMBINER

Data and Awnmptic as

Lover coil to complete the cooling and saturating of complex from 90F to 73F,

Upper coil to take main cooling load; H 20 temp. in; 70F; out 800F for both coils,

Divide into 3 sections for purposes of calculation - see diagram, next page

Heat of reaction a 56 BTU/g mole

196.2 lbs. BF /hr. Op for BF3: .22 BTU/1b. F
318.7 lbs. An sole/hr. Cp for Anrsole .1725 BTU/lb. OF

Outside surface area of 5/8" tubing : 0.1636 sq0 ft./ft.

U 70 BTU/hr. sq. ft. OF



REOMBINER PROFILFS

Heat
Load

(Portion of
Ttal)

Mol Ratio

OF3:Anisole)3.

Saturation
Thmp. ,

(BF in
Ansole)

Heat La

(Idealized)

Anisol
COrpx Fe

r-L OW

Top Coil Bottom Coil

Section 1- *-- Section 2 Section
55 ft. tubing 155 ft. tubing 150 ft. tubing

0o41

Saturation Temperature, 1 Afi
(corresponds to above

curve)
In/

60-

Estimated
Complex

Temp.

oc

Coo11g
Water

Temp0a
oc

Water
Temp.

q0

B3 Concentration

Complex

Temp.

4*0

ad



Calculations:

Total maximum heat to be removed (heat of association).

Q : xwH

. 196.2 #/hr. x 453o6 g/# x $6 BTtT/nole

67.6g/ Owls
* 73,600 BTU/hr.

s-o-sir i eatern2 -Section1

Q CpM T

a L22 (S.7) 4.125
(W6.22- (90-73)

s 3070 BTU/hr0

C o u p 3 " ? 7 0 F 0 EComplq y n

7301 i' ~mm...I9001

30!'

5.80?O

Us=

A 21.6 B/r

:21. 6 BTU/hr. x sq. ft.
z *F

Assume the balance of
equally between Sections I

Q * 35,265

75 F

9001O 1o!500?

A T2 :
32.301

4 14o1

the
and

heat removal is divided
2 a.92 ?

Q : 35,265

75) 
7*

4 T Lt
307

22 4 F?

U65

. 63.5

A T1 :

These calculations indicate that the maximum required heat transfer ooffiiout
is lees than the estimated heat transfer coefficient for the equipment.
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AppuiLx 9

PURIFICATION STILL

Function:

To vaporize 30 gal. of anisolein a 16 hour period at 3:1Reflu Ratio
maximumu rate)

Data and Assumptionst

Diameter of column a ii" I.D.

,24 x .24 Cannon packing, which has 96% fr"e aka

Charge is 30 gallons, to be distilled in a 16 hour period.

0 3082 b./hr. sq. ft. (see deoompoaer column oalaulatious)

Vapor Fla at Floodings

Area af r 2 I e-.0872 sq. ft.

Free area u .0872 x .96 .0838 sq. ft.

Anisole Vapor Flow 1082 x .0872 a 94.5 lb./hr. * 11.3 gal./hr.

Check on Colwm Loading:

At maxdmum boilup rate the anisole flow is

4 x 3D "Ml. x 6.34 1b./gal : 62.5 lb./hr.
16hors

Maximum operation is 62.5 x 100 s 66.2% of flooding rate

(Pages 53-58 inclusive are large drawings which have been placed in

the pocket at the end of the report.)
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